DESERT PATROL
Amy Jo Martin is
the Twitter tutor
(and more) to
CEOs, bloggers,
even Dwayne “The
Rock” Johnson.

Digital Royalty, Martin’s one-of-a-kind company,
which helps individuals and brands of all sizes and
types across the globe to build, measure, and better utilize their presence online.
“I started working with Shaquille O’Neal because I
was really the only one there who knew about social
media and how it could be used,” says Martin, who at
the time was the director of digital media and research
for O’Neal’s then-team, the Phoenix Suns.
Her side gig was such a success that four years later,
the best-selling author of Renegades Write the Rules relocated her social media education business
(and its seven-figure revenue) to Downtown
Las Vegas, thanks to a major investment
from her friend and mentor Tony Hsieh,
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University, allows the 33-year-old entrepreneur and her staff to share the power of
social communication through online classes, whether
the students are mommy bloggers or CEOs of major
corporations. And now Digital Royalty’s Buy One,
Give One program is allowing students to fly high, too.
For every online class purchased, the company donates
a class to a Teach for America teacher in the Las Vegas
area, who can then further spread knowledge of the
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benefits of social communication. The company is takCELEBRATES ONE YEAR PIONEERING THE UPCOMING WAVE
ing its vision to higher education as well, working with
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universities to implement a program leading to a certificate or minor in social media.
Martin, who boasts more than 1.2 million Twitter
my Jo Martin admits she’s been extremely inquisitive since she followers, says her digital success comes from her “willingness to get
was young, and that sense of wonder has paid off big for her as an comfortable with being uncomfortable,” and her goal is to get those
entrepreneur. “My addiction to curiosity,” she says, “was a lot of unaccustomed to or unfamiliar with new trends in social communication
the genesis of experimenting with digital down the road.”
to follow her lead. “We joke around the office that a lot of people suffer
But it was a curious basketball star’s desire to try out a new social plat- from an allergy to innovation, but it’s entirely true,” she says. “It’s our
form called Twitter in 2008 that sparked the idea for what would become philosophy and our mission to help others overcome those ‘allergies.’” V
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